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The dissertation is written in terms of the e-Business and Digital Marketing master course of the 
International Hellenic University. 
During this Master Thesis we will try to conduct an analysis for one of the most common ways, for results 
presentation, despite the usual Google search results, which is knowledge graphs. Moreover, we will 
provide definitions of knowledge graphs and how they are operated and constructed. We will also observe 
where these knowledge graphs are applicable and what position they occupy in the technological 
development. Additionally, we will analyze what role do they play and how they affect Google’s search 
results, as well as Search Engine Optimization. It is important to examine how valid knowledge graphs are 
regarding the results they give back after a specific search and query. Finally, yet importantly, we will focus 
on how linked they are to machine learning and in what way they complete machine learning. Furthermore, 
we will point out some of the most known applications, use cases and tasks of these graphs and we will 
conduct a review and comparison of the most known knowledge tools that contribute to the implementation 
of knowledge graphs. 
 Knowledge graph is a collection of interlinked entities, which can be described in real world as objects, 
situations, events or abstract concepts. In other words, a knowledge graph is a programmatic way to 
represent a knowledge field with the help of data interlinked, subject-matter experts and machine learning 
algorithms. One of the most known examples is the box that gives more information about a topic that 
somebody searched in Google’s results. 
 In our literature review, we will cover all the aspects of knowledge graphs providing definitions and the 
way they are structured as well as the problems that these graphs try to solve. Additionally, we will see 
where the knowledge graphs are applicable and what knowledge tools they use. Lastly, we will implement 
a knowledge graph and we will provide recommendations for further research. 
This master thesis will be based on the proposed roadmap and will be accomplished under the supervision 
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1. Literature Review- Methodology 
 
The style of this dissertation is based on the literature review of a topic, more specifically, of Knowledge 
Graphs. Literature review or narrative review, is a type of review article, which is a summary and 
research of previously published studies, rather than a report of new facts and analysis. A literature review 
is an academic published paper that presents the current state of knowledge that includes significant 
findings as well as theoretical and methodological contributions to a particular topic. Literature reviews 
are not considered as new original experimental work, however, they are secondary sources.  
 There are three main types of literature review: evaluative, exploratory, and instrumental. The fourth type 
of literature review is the systematic review, which is often examined separately and is focused on a 
research question in order to identify and synthesize all the high-quality research opinions and arguments 
that are related with the question. (Literature review, n.d.) 
 In terms of this thesis, we use the systematic literature review type. For that reason, we had to follow a 
certain methodology. Our first step was to identify all the keywords that are relevant to the topic 
“Knowledge Graphs”. Therefore, we came up with a list of the most relatable keywords and queries:  
 Knowledge graphs 
 Applications and tasks of knowledge graphs 
 Comparison of Knowledge Graphs  
After that step, we typed these keywords and queries in different libraries and organizations such as 
Researchgate, Springer, Papers with Code and Google Scolar, in order to examine the first pages and the 
webpages that we have been transferred to. We mainly searched papers since 2019 in order to be updated, 
in libraries such as “Google Scholar” that was the most popular after a simple google search. However, it 









Libraries for “knowledge graphs” query:    
 
 [PDF] aaai.org, Entity alignment between knowledge graphs using attribute embeddings  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, Text generation from knowledge graphs with graph transformers  
 [PDF] acm.org, [PDF] Industry-scale knowledge graphs: lessons and challenges  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, Learning attention-based embeddings for relation prediction in knowledge 
graphs  
 [PDF] dagstuhl.de, Knowledge graphs: New directions for knowledge representation on the 
semantic web (dagstuhl seminar 18371)  
 [PDF] aclweb.org, [PDF] Opendialkg: Explainable conversational reasoning with attention-based 
walks over knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] acm.org, Interaction embeddings for prediction and explanation in knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] aaai.org, Embedding uncertain knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, Relation-aware entity alignment for heterogeneous knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, Barack's Wife Hillary: Using Knowledge-Graphs for Fact-Aware Language 
Modeling  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, DyKgChat: Benchmarking dialogue generation grounding on dynamic 
knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] tu-dresden.de, VLog: A rule engine for knowledge graphs  
 towardsdatascience.com, Knowledge Graph: The Perfect Complement to Machine   
 en.wikipedia.org, Knowledge Graph – Wikipedia  
 Google's Knowledge Graph Explained: How It Influences SEO ahrefs.com  
 
 
Libraries for “Applications and tasks of Knowledge graphs” query: 
 
 [PDF] dagstuhl.de, Knowledge graphs: New directions for knowledge representation on the 
semantic web (dagstuhl seminar 18371)  
 [PDF] acm.org, Interaction embeddings for prediction and explanation in knowledge graphs  
 Aligning Embedding Spaces and Applications for Knowledge 
Graphs, https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-44830-1_9  
 [PDF] ieee.org, Decentralized construction of knowledge graphs for deep recommender systems 
based on blockchain-powered smart contracts  
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 [PDF] acm.org, Toward Representing Research Contributions in Scholarly Knowledge Graphs 
Using Knowledge Graph Cells  
 [PDF] semantic-web-journal.net, Hybrid reasoning in knowledge graphs: Combing symbolic 
reasoning and statistical reasoning  
 [PDF] ijcai.org, [PDF] Neighborhood-Aware Attentional Representation for Multilingual 
Knowledge Graphs.  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, Meta relational learning for few-shot link prediction in knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] aaai.org, Embedding uncertain knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] uva.nl, [PDF] Knowledge Graphs: An Information Retrieval Perspective  
 [PDF] semantic-web-journal.net, On the role of knowledge graphs in explainable AI  
 [PDF] nips.cc, DRUM: End-To-End Differentiable Rule Mining On Knowledge Graphs  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, MMKG: multi-modal knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] aclweb.org, [PDF] Opendialkg: Explainable conversational reasoning with attention-based 
walks over knowledge graphs  
 [PDF] arxiv.org, Meta relational learning for few-shot link prediction in knowledge graphs  
 
 
Libraries of “ Comparison of knowledge graph tools” query 
 [PDF] researchgate.net, What are the Parameters that Affect the Construction of a Knowledge 
Graph? 
 [PDF] acm.org, Open research knowledge graph: next generation infrastructure for semantic 
scholarly knowledge 
 [HTML] nature.com, [HTML] Learning a health knowledge graph from electronic medical 
records 
 [PDF] semantic-web-journal.net, Knowledge graph refinement: A survey of approaches and 
evaluation methods 
 [HTML] plos.org, [HTML] A practical comparison of de novo genome assembly software tools 
for next-generation sequencing technologies 
 [PDF] ieee.org, A comparison of current graph database models 
 [PDF] arxiv.org, From data to city indicators: A knowledge graph for supporting automatic 
generation of dashboards 
 [PDF] uni-hannover.de, Comparing research contributions in a scholarly knowledge graph 
 [HTML] springer.com, [HTML] The Knowledge Graph Track at OAEI 
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In our next step it was very important to set include or exclude criteria of the paper we were about to use 
and examine in the current dissertation.  
1. Source validity. We preferred sources such as researchgate.net, acm.org, ieee.org, springer.com 
and many more, that are proven valid and we tried to avoid webpages such arxiv.org 
2. Year of publication. As we mentioned before, we searched for papers that are published since 
2019 in order to be more valid and to keep up with the technological evolution, rather than older 
papers in which may be a gap in the evolution and many technological changes since then. 
3. Correlation between the query or keyword with paper’s title or abstract  
4. Language. Some of the results of the papers were written in other languages instead of English, so 
this was an important excluding criteria. 
5. Availability of the paper, some pages turned to “error” site after clicking them  
 
However, despite the research methodology we have conducted, we have also defined some important 
research questions, that we will try to answer during the analysis of out topic and help us solve our 
research problem. 
Research Questions: 
 How Knowledge Graphs can be defined and constructed? 
 In what percent Knowledge Graphs can provide valid search results and affect Google and Search 
Engine Optimization? 
 What are the most popular and useful knowledge tools depending on their characteristics and 
application in organizations? 
 In what way and how easy is to implement a knowledge graph? 
Research Problem 
The main problem that we will try to solve in the terms of this thesis, is reflected to in what way any kind 
of organization can structure all the  massive amounts of data and information coming from diverse 
sources. Additionally, it is important to understand how knowledge graphs enable organizations to 
connect and demonstrate meaningful data relationships regardless of type, format, scale, or where it is 
located, in order to access and evaluate the information and data assets of an entity in a way that is 




2. Introduction  
 
 In recent years, there has been a great research around Knowledge graphs, that have emerged as 
a part in Artificial Intelligence. Although knowledge graphs are indissolubly linked to machine 
learning Semantic Web technologies, big data and analytics and cloud computing, its meaning 
has been introduced since 1972. 
 The discussion over Knowledge graphs started when there was a need of creating instructional 
systems for courses. By the end of 1980, two universities in the Netherlands, Groningen and 
Twente, started a workshop named Knowledge graphs, in order to design semantic networks 
with limited relations just to ease algebras on the graph. This project led to a conflation between 






3. Historical Context 
 
 The first graphs that ever found were focusing on a specific topic. One of the earliest knowledge 
graphs was found in 1985 and was named Wordnet and created in English language. Wordnet is 
a natural language processing database of semantic relationships that share structural similarities 
between the words, despite the language that they are expressed. Wordnet links words with 
relations and includes synonyms, hyponyms and meronyms. Synonyms use definitions and 
examples, therefore Wordnet can be detected as dictionary. People can access this database 
through a web browser and its function is reflected in text analysis and artificial intelligence 
applications.  
  Twenty years later, in 2005, Mark Wirk, named Geonames, introduced another knowledge 
graph. Geonames was a geographical database that represented relationships between different 
geographic names and locations and associated entities. 
 In 2007, two graph- based knowledge warehouses were founded in order to achieve general 
knowledge. On the one hand, there was DBpedia, that extracted only data from Wikipedia. While 
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on the other hand, there was Freebase that included a wide range of public datasets. These two 
datasets were not actual knowledge graphs but described and evolved similar and related 
concepts.  
 Five years later, in 2012, Google introduced its first knowledge graphs that based on DBpedia 
and Freebase. Some years later, they absorbed RDFa that used a set of extensions of attributes to 
HTML, XHTML and XML based document types for inserted metadata in Web documents. 
They also introduced microdata formats from web pages that were used from vocabularies 
published by schema.org. As the years passed by, Google’s knowledge graphs became 
supplement to string based search in Google and people started to use them increasingly. Ever 
since, many multinationals started to introduce their knowledge graphs, among the most known 














4.1 Definitions of Knowledge Graphs 
 
Since knowledge graphs appeared in 1985, many efforts were made in order to provide an 
accepted formal definition. All these efforts aimed to describe general semantic representation or 
essential characteristics of knowledge graphs. However, before proceeding listing all the 
definitions that resulted after the analysis of knowledge graphs, it is very important to provide a 
simple and understood description of knowledge graphs.  
 The knowledge graphs refer to an assortment of interlinked depictions of elements and real 
world articles, occasions, circumstances or theoretical ideas. In this way, depictions have a 
conventional structure that permits the two individuals and PCs to handle them in a proficient 
and unambiguous way. Additionally, element depictions come up with one another, framing a 
system, where every element refers to a part of the portrayal of the elements, related to it. 
 Focusing on the various definitions that were given towards knowledge graphs, we understand 
that there is not one single formal definition, but there are many accepted around this topic. The 
first definition that was given, referred to knowledge graphs as graphs that acquire and integrate 
information into an ontology and apply a reasoner to get new knowledge. This definition focuses 
on the reasoning engine of knowledge graphs. The second definition that was proposed from 
author Wang et al, referred to knowledge graphs as multi- relational graphs that consist of 
entities and relations, which are considered as nodes and different types of edges, respectively. 
 Despite all the above, knowledge graphs are defined as G = {E, R, F}, where E, R and F are sets 
of entities, relations and facts, respectively. A fact is denoted as a triple (h, r, t) ∈ F. 
 On the other hand, in 2015 Paulheim listed in one of his surveys around knowledge graphs, a set 
of the basic characteristics of knowledge graphs that differentiate them from other knowledge 
collections. Paulheim proposed a definition that refers to knowledge graphs as description of real 
world entities and their interrelations, organized in a graph, defines possible classes and relations 
of entities in a schema, allows for potentially interrelating arbitrary entities with each other and 
covers various topical domains. 
 Moreover, another selected definition was given from the Journal of Web Semantics and 
broach the matter of knowledge graphs as large networks of entities, their semantic types, 
properties, and relationships between entities. One additional definition that was pointed from 
the Semantic Web Company, was that knowledge graphs could be envisaged as a network of all 
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kind of things which are relevant to a specific domain or to an organization. They are not limited 
to abstract concepts and relations but can also contain instances of things like documents and 
datasets. 
 Farber et al defined knowledge graph as an RDF graph. An RDF graph consists of a set of RDF 
triples where each RDF triple (s, p, o) is an ordered set of the following RDF terms: a subject s ∈ 
U ∪ B, a predicate p ∈ U, and an object U ∪ B ∪ L. An RDF term is either a URI u ∈ U, a blank 
node b ∈ B, or a literal l ∈ L. 
 The last definition was given from Pujara et al and defined knowledge graphs as systems that 
use a variety of techniques to extract new knowledge, in the form of facts, from the web. These 
facts are interrelated, and hence, recently this extracted knowledge has been referred to as a 
knowledge graph. 
 In simpler words we could say that a knowledge graph is a graph-theoretic representation of 
human knowledge such that it can be rendered with semantics by a machine. In other words, it is 
a way to express ‘knowledge’ using graphs, in a way that a machine would be able to conduct 
reasoning and inference over this graph to answer queries (‘questions’) in some meaningful way. 













4.2 Characteristics of Knowledge Graphs 
 
Knowledge graphs combine several key characteristics that differentiate them from other 
knowledge collections. They can be detected as: 
 Databases because the data can be queried via structured queries.  
 Graphs, because they can be analyzed as any other network data structure and they 
characterized of a knowledge base, because the data in them bear formal semantics, 
which can be used to interpret the data and infer new facts. 
 Classes, which are some of the most common representations of knowledge graphs and 
refer to entity description that consists of a classification of the entity with respect to a 
class hierarchy. The idea of a class is borrowed by the object-oriented design, where each 
entity should belong to exactly one class. 
 Relationship type. There are relationships between entities that are usually tagged with 
types, which give information about the origin of the relationship. Relation types can 
have formal definitions and be symmetric relationships, or define that sub-region and 
subsidiary are transitive relationships.  
 Categories can also be detected as knowledge graphs representations. An entity can be 
associated with categories and describe some parts of its semantics. For instance, “Books 
for kids’. In some cases, the categories can be described and ordered into taxonomy. 
 Free text descriptions. It is possible to add ‘human-friendly text’ to further clarify design 
intentions for the entity and improve search. 
 Ontologies are another representation of knowledge graphs. They fill in as a proper 
definition between the engineers of the knowledge graph and its clients. A client could be 
another individual or a product application that needs to utilize the information in a solid 
and exact manner. It guarantees a common comprehension of the information and its 





4.3 Construction of Knowledge Graphs 
 
In order to understand deeply, how knowledge graphs are formed, it would be better to think of 
knowledge base (searchable directory of content about products and how they are used, a central 
database for sharing information and data both externally and internally within a business) as 
diagram. This diagram consists of elements described as nodes, head entities and attributes that 
give information about the entities. The entities can be any kind of objects or concepts that 
anyone can identify them clearly. On the one hand, an entity can have tangible values such as 
people, places or organizations but on the other hand can include intangible values like colors, 
concepts, and feelings. Nodes that give the relationships between the entities and link them with 
each other. These irrefutable data help Google understand better the search queries and searchers 
to retrieve more relevant and accurate results. (Google’s Knowledge Graph Explained: How It 
Influences SEO, n.d.) 
As this diagram exists, then an intuitive data model emerges. (Figure. 1) 
 
Figure. 1. Basic diagram of entities and relationships. 
Source: (AIDAN HOGAN, 2020) 
In the Figure 1 representation, the blue ovals are the basic part of the ontology, while on the 
other hand the unfilled ovals are parts of the instances. All the relationships can be considered 







Figure 2. Knowledge graph of the academic publication domain. 
Source:  (Knowledge Graphs, n.d.) 
Figure 2 represents a knowledge graph of the academic publication domain. The purple ovals are the 
nodes and describe different publications, named mnemonically by their publication titles that share 
authors. The oval nodes represent the entities and the rectangles the literals. Further information is given 
regarding authors, dates of publication and venues. (Knowledge Graphs, n.d.) 
 
Knowledge graphs present the information in a form of entities, nodes and relationships between them. 
This relational representation is reflected in logic and artificial intelligence for instance, in semantic 
networks and frames.  In recent years, knowledge relational representation has been used in the Semantic 
Web, in order to create a “web of data” that is readable by machines. Linked data is one of the goals of 
Semantic Web that has been achieved, as it facilitates publishing and interlinking data on the Web in 
relational form using the W3C Resource Description Framework. RDF represents facts in the form of 
binary connections- triplets, specifically, subject, predicate (SPO), object where subject and object are 




Figure 3. SPO triplet representation of actors and Movies. 
Source:  (Knowledge Graphs, n.d.) 
 As we can observe in the Figure 3 graph, we have the SPO triplet where Leonard Nimoy is the subject, 
the predicate is the profession, and the object is actor.  
 If there is a need of a multigraph formation, these SPO triplets can be combined, where nodes represent 
entities and coordinated edges represent relationships. The direction of an edge indicates whether entities 
happen as subjects or objects. Different relations are represented via various kinds of edges. This 
construction is called a knowledge graph (KG), or sometimes a heterogeneous information network.  
 Moreover, knowledge graphs apart from collection of facts, sometimes provide type hierarchies (Leonard 
Nimoy is an actor, which is a person, which is a living thing) and type constraints (e.g., a person can only 
marry another person, not a thing). 
 However, it is very interesting to examine how the knowledge base is constructed if we want to 
understand better the concept of knowledge graphs.  In order for a knowledge base to be useful, there are 
some key parameters, that play an important role and are affected by the way knowledge bases are 
constructed, such as: 
 Completeness. The completion of the knowledge base is the task that automatically infers missing 
information through reasoning on the knowledge already present in the knowledge base. A set of 
relational facts, sometimes expressed in the form of "subject", "relation", "object"-triples, is a 
knowledge base. (Knowledge Base Completion, n.d.) 
 Accuracy. A Knowledge Base's level of accuracy determines the consistency of the KB system's 
output in real-world situations. (C. ANANTARAM, 2015) 
 Data quality. The quality of data is the measurement of how much data is available and suits the 
context of its operation. Improving the quality of data is a crucial problem as information is 
considered to be the center of all operational operations, poor data quality leads to inaccurate 
reporting resulting in inaccurate decisions and likely economic harm. However, we can improve 





 Knowledge base construction methods can be assorted in four main groups:   
1 The first group is the “curated approaches” where a closed group of experts creates triples manually. 
2 The second group is the “collaborative approaches” where triples are created manually by an open 
group of volunteers.  
3 Another group is the “automated semi-structured approaches” where semi structure text (Wikipedia’s 
infoboxes) extracts automatically triples through hand-crafted rules, learned rules or regular 
expressions.  
4 The last group is “automated unstructured approaches” where triples are extracted automatically 
from unstructured text via machine learning and natural language processing techniques. 
 
When the construction of the knowledge base is curated, then there is high possibility of accurate results 
to happen only if no human experts are involved. However, collaborative knowledge base construction 
that was used in order to build Wikipedia and Freebase, performs better but still presents some 
limitations. Recent studies found that the growth of Wikipedia has been slowing down, this means that 
automatic knowledge base construction methods have been starting to gain more attention and popularity.  
 These kind of methods can be reflected in two main approaches. The first approach use semi-structured 
data, same as Wikipedia with its infoboxes, which means that highly accurate knowledge graphs such as 
YAGO and DBpedia, can occur. YAGO which is an open source knowledge base, that is automatically 
extracted from Wikipedia and other sources, has trustworthiness over 95% through manual inspection of 
sample fact. Additionally, Freebase’s accuracy was estimated to be 99%. In any case, semi- structured 
text still covers just a little part of the data put away on the Web and completeness is another viewpoint of 
Knowledge Graphs. The second approach tries to “read the Web” taking facts from the natural language 
text of Web pages. 
 Generally, Knowledge Bases and more specifically Knowledge Graphs can be enlisted based on whether 
they utilize a fixed or open lexicon of entities and relations. Therefore, we can identify two main types of 
Knowledge Bases.  
 On the one hand, there is the schema-based approach, where there is a fixed vocabulary that predefines 
all the possible relations between the entities are represented through internationally special identifiers. 
For instance, Freebase might represent the fact that Barack Obama was born in Hawaii using the triple 





 On the other hand, there is the schema-free approach where entities and relations can be recognized 
using open information extraction (OpenIE) techniques and represented via normalized strings. For 
example, an OpenIE system may contain triples such as (“Obama”, “born in”, “Hawaii”), (“Barack 
Obama”, “place of birth”, “Honolulu”). However, OpenIE systems are characterized of one important 
disadvantage, there is not clear from the above example whether the first triple refers to the same person 
as the second triple, nor whether “born in” means the same thing as “place of birth”. (Maximilian Nickel, 
A Review of Relational Machine Learning, 2015) 
  
 
5.1 State of the Art 
 
Before proceeding analyzing the applications and tasks that knowledge graphs execute, it is 
significant to examine the latest technological advances that have been made. In other words, we 
will examine the “State of the Art”. The term “State of the Art” has been used since 1910 and 
reflects to the highest development that has been achieved in a particular time regarding science, 
devices and technology.  As Figure 4 shows below, among the latest advances that are expected 
to be achieved, knowledge graphs were about to blossom in 5-10 years, from 2018. This means 
that knowledge graphs are supposed to be high technological achieve in the coming years. 
 The latest advances can happen from the computer vision field, to medicine or even music and 
games. Regarding the latest features in graphs, we could find advances- tasks, referred to 
representation language, which is concerned with training machine learning algorithms to learn 
useful representations, e.g. those that are interpretable, have latent features, or can be used for 
transfer learning. One advance is Word embedding, which is the collective name for a set of 
language modeling and feature learning techniques in natural language processing (NLP) where 
words or phrases from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real numbers. Moreover, there is 
the Graph embedding task, which can learn a mapping from a network to a vector space, while 
preserving relevant network properties. Additionally, there is the Network and sentence 
Embedding task that is a collective term for techniques for mapping graph nodes to vectors of 
real numbers in a multidimensional space. To be useful, a good embedding should preserve the 
structure of the graph. The vectors can then be used as input to various network and graph 
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analysis tasks, such as link prediction. Graph Representation Learning is another task that 
belongs to the latest advances and its goal is to construct a set of features (‘embedding’) 
representing the structure of the graph and the data thereon. We can distinguish among Node-
wise embedding, representing each node of the graph, Edge-wise embedding, representing each 
edge in the graph, and Graph-wise embedding representing the graph as a whole. We could also 
find the unsupervised representation learning task,  the knowledge graphs embedding task and 
many more such as learning word embeddings, document embeddings, multilingual word 
embeddings, learning semantic and network representations, learning representation of multi-
view data and learning representation on graphs.  
 
 
Figure 4. State of the Art, the latest technological advances 










5.2 Knowledge graphs in Google and SEO 
 
Google knowledge Graph, is a knowledge base that it is used by Google’s services in order to 
provide further information to search engine’s results collected from a variety of sources. The 
results are presented as information called infobox (Figure 5), which is a structured document 
that includes attribute- value pairs, with name- value, key- value and field- value and provides a 
summary of information about the subject, next to search results.  
 In May 2012, these infoboxes were added to Google starting in United States. At first, they were 
only available in English, however by the end of the year 2012, they had international expansion 
and were available in Spanish, French, German, Portuguese, Japanese, Russian, and Italian. 
There is no official documentation of how the Google Knowledge Graph is executed. As 
indicated by Google, its data is recovered from numerous sources, including the CIA World 
Factbook, Wikidata, and Wikipedia. It is utilized to respond to coordinate spoken inquiries in 
Google Assistant and Google Home voice queries. It has been reprimanded for giving answers 
without source attribution or reference. 
 Google’s Knowledge Graph Application Programming Interface, helps the user find entities in 
the Google Knowledge Graph. The Knowledge Graph Search API is a read-only API and 
includes some use cases such as getting a ranked list of the most notable entities that match 
certain criteria, predictively completing entities in a search box and annotating/organizing 
content using the Knowledge Graph entities. 
 However, Google Knowledge Graph owns another feature, which is Knowledge Graph Search 
Widget. The Knowledge Graph Search Widget is a JavaScript module that helps users add topics 
to input boxes on a site. Users start typing text and the widget finds relevant matches as they 
type, using the Knowledge Graph Search API. Knowledge Graph Search Widget has some main 
use cases that let users type less to enter more data, make data entry easier and more accurate, 
reduce the cognitive load on users by providing images and descriptions, and avoid duplicate 





Figure 5. Infobox 
Source: (Google Knowledge graph , n.d.) 
 
Knowledge graphs are very helpful, not only for users but for Search Engine Optimization too. 
This means that users get more valid and apposite search results, and SEOs gain more traffic to 
the related content. There are some ways that Knowledge Graphs affects search in a good or bad 
trace. 
1. Google can understand the search intent. Links and interlinks that exist in a page, can 
prove the quality of a page, but not its relevance to the search query. The search queries 
that users type, reflect the language of the page’s content. This the reason why Google 
use valuable signals such as the links that we have already mentioned, return the best 
substance from its lists. However, users search their queries in more complicated ways, 
just because they do not know the names of what they type or because they do not 
remember them. Therefore, they end up describe what they want to search for. 
 For that reason Knowledge Graphs come, as they search through Google’s huge data 
warehouse, and allow Google to go further the keyword matching in order to give back 






Let’s take for example the search query “small green guy with lightsaber” (Figure 6) 
 
Figure 6. Example of Google understanding search intent.  
Source:  (Pecánek, n.d.) 
Even though “Star Wars” is not mentioned in the searched query, Google link all the keywords 
and “understand” what we mean, so it gives back the right and relevant results with all the 
information needed, included.  
The same thing happens with the query “han solo actor other movies”. (Figure 7) 
 
Figure 7. Example of Google giving back relevant search results. 
Source:  (Pecánek, n.d.) 
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In the example of Figure 7, not only the results are accurate and relatable, but also, Google give 
the connection in the Knowledge Graph and provides series related to the entity which satisfy the 
given query. 
 
2. Google facilitates voice searches. Google strongly believes that it is very important to 
make sense and understand voice queries, therefore Google Assistant has been installed 
in more than 1 billion devices and 70% of voice requests and searches been expressed in 
natural language.  
Here come again Knowledge Graphs as they help Google recognize and understand 
entities and attributes in natural language queries. The way we type a search query in 
Google, differs from the way we actually talk. Figure 8. Shows an example. 
 
Figure 8. Voice-search query example 
Source:  (Pecánek, n.d.) 
The example in Figure 8, shows that our voice-search query is a complete structured sentence. 
Han Solo and Star Wars are narrowly linked entities in Knowledge Graphs, therefore it is easy 
for Google to give back the answer we are searching for. Google additionally considers your 
latest looks for voice search. In the event that you ask "which actor played han solo in star wars" 




Figure 9. Example of entities linked with nodes  
Source:  (Pecánek, n.d.) 
 
The graph in Figure 9 consists of three entities (Star Wars, Han Solo, Harrison Ford) which are 
linked with nodes (character, actor, character name) and help Google retrieve all the information 












3. Brand visibility and authority. Google represents Knowledge Graph data in search 
engine result pages features such as Knowledge Panels and Cards. This means that if a 
brand can be included in the Knowledge Graphs, it is assed from more search engine 
result pages (SERP) real estate, visibility, and possibly even authority, validity and trust 
amongst searchers. Figure 10 and 11 are characteristic examples for brand visibility and 
authority. 
 
Figure 10. Example of brand visibility and authority 





Figure 11. Example of brand visibility and authority 
Source:  (Pecánek, n.d.) 
 
 
Additionally, Knowledge Graphs conduce to popping up of the brand logo in the SERP for non-
branded queries as Figure 12 represents.  
 
Figure 12. Example of popping up of the brand logo in the SERP for non-branded queries. 






4. Fewer clicks on search results. Recent studies shown that more than 50% of searches 
result in no clicks. Again, Knowledge Graphs play an important role to this phenomenon. 
This means that Knowledge Graphs help Google answer directly more queries in the  
SERP without the clicks on paid ads or organic traffic as Figure 13 shows below.  As we 
can observe in Figure 13, the percentage of zero click searches in Google is the highest 
with 50,33%, rather than the percentages in Organic click searches and Ad click searches 
which are 45,2% and 4,42% respectively.  
     
 
Figure 13. Example of Google’s no need of clicks on paid ads or organic traffic 




Moving on, let us take an example query such as “what is SEO?” Figure 14 below, shows a 
Knowledge Panel (or infobox) that Google uses in order to answer the query, with information 






Figure 14. Example of Knowledge Panel explaining what is Search Engine Optimization. 
Source:  (Pecánek, n.d.) 
 
However, this can be an obstacle for SEOs. Even though a brand is at the first places in Google’s rank, it 
may get little or no organic traffic, if searchers are not clicking search results. The solution to this 
problem is to avoid targeting keywords with low organic click-through rates. 
 
 
Figure 15. Analytics of clicking search results with targeting keywords.  




 For instance, as Figure 15 shows, 58% of searches for “what is SEO” result in no clicks, as Figure 15 
represents. This means that this is a strong keyword-query, if the Knowledge Panel has affection on Click 





6.1 Knowledge Graph validation 
 
A very important matter that bothers the fact around Knowledge Graphs, is how trustful results they offer 
to the searchers and in what percent they promote fake news that may influence a large number of people 
on a wide range of subjects. 
 The spread of fake news is a critical issue that reached high percentages in recent years, therefore, in 
order to fight it, relevant initiatives have emerged. In this section we will investigate the Knowledge 
Graph’s validation and the ways on how to deal with the deceptive content detection issue, focusing on 
tackling deception in Portuguese. We will use the English knowledge graph-based method for fact-
checking based on Google search following content-based strategies, against the linguistic-based 
approaches that have been used previously.  
 The term deception is a general term that describes all forms of fraud such as fake news, rumors, hoaxes 
and irony, which is produced in order to create a false impression or conclusion and mislead the recipient.  
Fake news appear in news articles (news report, editorial etc.) using varied approaches in order to mislead 
the reader intentionally. These approaches can be defined by the type of the detection they use and are 
divided in linguistic-based and content-based approaches.  
Linguistic-based  approaches try to find the fraud from the style and the characteristics of the language’s 
writing. These kind of characteristics could be semantics, spelling errors, speech tags and differences 
between contents. 
 On the other hand, content-based approaches rely on what is being communicated and on understanding 
the meaning that is transferred to the reader. 
  Fact-checking approaches try to eliminate these issues. Fact-checking models try to check the validity of 
both written and spoken language, which is usually done by trained professionals. In order for these 
professionals to perform the task of fact checking, they need to evaluate speeches that have already 
happened, debates, images and legislation, combined with the logic. However, most of the times, the 
sentences are very complex, therefore these professionals need more than an hour or even days to perform 
the task. For this reason, the journalism community requested the development of computational tools to 
automate parts of this task. 
 In order to eliminate the problem of fake news spread, there has been an effort to build an automatic fact-
checking approach for the Portuguese language. 
 In this section, we try to examine the truthfulness detection by analyzing a knowledge graph extracted 
from Wikipedia infoboxes in Portuguese. However, linguistic-based approach for fake news detection, 
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already exist, but we will examine the first content-based approaches for Portuguese.  
 There have been many attempts that tended to deal with the task that appeared recently named automatic 
fact-checking. Fact-checking is a computational way that uses a part of statement and consider it a binary 
task of classification. However, there are some statements that happen not to be completely fake or true, 
therefore, authors consider them as intermediate classes which means they may be “mostly true” or “half 
true”. In fact-checking task, the directions play an important role and should be taken into account. A 
basic triple of subject, predicate and object, is a common entry for fact-checking approaches, as the 
authors believe, only when this type of input expedites fact-checking in structured datasets or even semi-
structured ones.  Some cases in particular can be spotted when the triples need more complicated 
representations, such as a sentences that includes more than one participants subjects and need manifold 
triple to be displayed, or when there is a demand of rephrasing the substances and their properties.  
 In order to have the normal outcome, it is important to figure out how to control the information, given 
the type of input that the fact-checking system receives.  
 Knowledge graphs offer a rich set of structured information linked with real world knowledge which is 
gathered in a machine-readable format that supports the task of checking facts. Authors need to find the 
quickest path between the nodes that stand for the entities in the given statements and believe that this 
proximity nominates true or fake content. For that reason, they use the topology of knowledge graphs.  
 It is a common phenomenon for papers to measure the statements on a scale between true or false, in 
order to classify them. Others, try to point out other ways for checking the content of a sentence as 
checking up if the sentence is rumor, responds to common sense , is a clickbait, if the title is relatable 
with the whole body and other ways of checking such as non-factual, unimportant or check-worthy 
sentences.  
 In this part of our paper, we will examine the statements that come from Wikipedia’s infoboxes, through 
triples (subject, predicate, and object). The combination of these triplets creates the knowledge graph that 
represents all the relationships between the entities included and mentioned in the statements. Moreover, 
we will pry a fact-checking approach that retrieves Google’s search results in order to examine if the 
information included in the results shows if the news are fake. (Roney Lira de Sales Santos, Fact-






6.1.1 Wikipedia’s Knowledge Graph (WKG) 
 
 The construction of Portuguese’s knowledge graph was based, originally, on data that were collected by 
the DBPedia project. This project contained three datasets that constricted the knowledge graph for 
Portuguese language:  
 The “Instance types” dataset. This dataset includes triples in the form (subject “is-α”class), the 
term “class” refers to a category of the DBPedia ontology  
 The “infobox properties”. The dataset includes the triples that were extracted from the infoboxes.  
 The “DBPedia ontology”. DBPedia  Ontology was used to recreate the full ontological hierarchy 
of the graph. 
The largest of the three datasets, that we examined above, which consist of 7,853,605 lines, represents the 
information of the infoboxes. This large dataset contains 7,273,995 lines, the nest one is the dataset of 
types and ontology with 578,847 and 746 lines, respectively. It is important to mention that the lines that 
had the attribute “subClassOf” was the principle in order for the ontology to be reconstructed. For 
instance, “park” is a subclass of place creating an edge between these two nodes in the graph. Moreover, 
it was very important and necessary to translate all the information that was about to put in the graph, 
because the words were all in English.  
 Finally, the knowledge graph was formed with 778,677 entity nodes linked by 3,646,144 undirected 
edges. All the triples in the graph contained numbers, however the information such as  image,  url, align  
symbols and unique characters (size 1) have been discarded as they were useless in the graph because 
they never presented as subjects in other triples.  
 Most of the times, in knowledge graphs, if the paths between the subject and the object is definite, the 
clear support they offer for the statement that those nodes represent, is different even if the paths include 
the same amount of nodes. Frequently, when the nodes link to many entities, the generic entities provide 
weaker support to the statement and by extension little specific information for example the Portuguese 
word “cidade” stands for “city” and futebol for “soccer”.  On the contrary, the entities that are included in 
the path may be more specific and provide stronger support.  
 Many authors believe that the subsequent knowledge graph represents most of the real connections 
between the entities referenced in Wikipedia’s infobox statements. With a new statement given, it is 
expected the statement to be true if there is a specific and direct edge or a quick path connecting the 
subject to its object including in the knowledge graph. On the other hand, the statement is false when 
there are no direct edges and short paths between the subject and the object.  
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 These short paths, are called semantic proximity and are used as a measure in order to calculate the truth 
value τ(e)∈ of a new statement e= (s,p,o), which has its value obtained by the path evaluation function  
maxW(Ps,o), following the equation below:  
 
Figure 16. Calculation to measure the truth value. 
Source: (Roney Lira de Sales Santos, Fact-Checking for Portuguese: Knowledge Graph and Google Search-Based Methods, 
2020) 
Where v1,...,vn is the set of nodes that are between the subjects(v1) and the object  to(vn), and k(vi) is the 
vi’s entity degree, for example., the number of statements within the knowledge graph that the entity 
takes part in.  
 As we have already mentioned, finding the shortest path between the subject and the object, is equal to 
the calculation of the true value τ(e) which maximizes semantic proximity. For that reason, given a new 
statement that already includes an edge e connecting the entities related by the predicate p, the truth value 
of τ(e) is equal to 1, the maximum value that may be assigned to the statement.   
While on the other hand, if the nodes that represent the subject and the object are linked with other nodes, 
the τ (e) value decreases  proportionally  to  the  increase  in  the  number  of  nodes  between  the subject 
and the object. 
 Our main purpose is to check up the availability of the necessary information for Portuguese, building a 
knowledge graph from Wikipedia. (Roney Lira de Sales Santos, Fact-Checking for Portuguese: 










6.1.2 Proposal with Google’s Search Results 
 
This method for fact-checking for Portuguese, following the content-based strategy is relied on the 
Google’s search results and trying to represent and reproduce the common behavior that people have 
when they search news in a hurry, in order to check their validity. In other words, we want to measure if 
the search results are clear to detect if the news are true or false, when a user tries to find news in Google 
search typing the title or other part of the news.  
 Most of the times, the title of a news text that is submitted to the Google’s search proposal, usually 
contains the most relevant news information. The Google search uses the words of the title and gives back 
two important results for the user, which are the snippets and links to the resulting texts. 
 The snippets are the description of the news article and summarize or shows the beginning of the news 
from the links that resulting from Google search. These snippets are usually under the link information in 
Google search result.  
 The potential relevant sources from the resulting texts are more likely to be appeared only at the first few 
results or ‘hits’ on the first page in the browser and then analyzed. For that reason, all the results are 
submitted to a procedure that check their validity. This process of verification claims that if one of the 
terms that characterize falsity occurs, that news is classified as fake otherwise is considered true.  
 Some words that are considered clues for fake content in Portuguese are the following: fake, falso 
(“false”), mentira (“lie”),cal ́unia (“calumny”),I nver ́ıdico (“untrue”),  enganoso (“deceptive”),farsa 
(“scam”),I lus ́orio (“illu-sory”),ileg ́ıtimo (“illegitimate”), boatoandrumor (“rumor”).   











7.1 Knowledge Graphs Complement to machine learning 
 
Regarding the applications of knowledge graphs, it is very important to examine the ways we use them, in 
other words we should focus on where knowledge graphs are necessary and what kind of problems they 
try to solve. 
 There is a vast amount of information in the web that is expanded and unstructured. More than 1 billion 
websites exist, that are linked with the World Wide Web and search engines such as Google and Bing and 
travel along these links in order to provide useful and valid information with great speed and precision.  
As we have already mentioned, in these search engines like Google, the most important prover they use is 
Knowledge Graphs. However, not only search engines but also social network sites such as Facebook and 
e-commerce sites such as Amazon use Knowledge Graphs in order to store and retrieve information.  
 There was always a great need of a framework that could represent knowledge and could capture a wide 
range of entities or real world objects, events, situations or abstract concepts and relations. Therefore, 
semantic web was invented in 1960. The main purpose of semantic web was to encapsulate and facilitate 
issues that referred to plans, actions, time, individuals’ beliefs and intentions. 
 Knowledge graph was a kind of semantic network but in an advanced form as it added restriction to 
accommodate algebraic operations on the graph. 
 As the years pass by, Machine Learning and Knowledge representation learning on Knowledge Graphs 
are improving rapidly in many ways and directions. Machine Learning is improving its performance on 
many tasks as classification, generation and on datasets with great precision and recall. On the contrary, 
Knowledge Representation offers the ability to represent entities and relations with high reliability, 
explainability, and reusability.  
 This connection between knowledge graphs and machine learning, offers many advantages on the 
improvement of the validity of the systems and the extension of machine learning capabilities. For 
instance, results that occur from machine learning models happen to have better explainability and 
precision. Therefore, many opportunities can be benefited from the connection of machine learning and 
knowledge graphs. 
 Data insufficiency. In order to train a machine-learning model, it is very important to have 
adequate amount of data.  In the case that only washy data exist, Knowledge Graphs are used to 
augment the training data, this means that Knowledge graphs can replace the entity name from 
original training data with an entity name of a similar type. 
  Zero- shot learning. Nowadays, there is a great problem of Machine Learning model to 
distinguish between two data points without well-trained data. In this case, knowledge graphs 
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play an important role in the solution of this problem. The abstraction from knowledge graphs can 
help the completion of the induction from Machine Learning model. 
  Explainability. One important problem that machine learning industry is called to face, is how 
to explain the predictions made by machine learning systems. The main issue is the unrestricted 
representations that cause the predictions from the machine learning models. Again, Knowledge 
graphs can unburden this issue by mapping the explanations to some proper nodes in the graph 








Despite all these opportunities there are many applications of Knowledge Graphs.  
 Question- Answering. One of the most used applications is question- answering. Knowledge 
graphs comprise a huge amount of information and the use case help users retrieve easily 
information from Knowledge Graphs.  
  Information storage. Another useful application of Knowledge Graphs is storing information of 
research. Lately many companies use Knowledge Graphs to garner information generated from 
many levels of research that can be used for building accessible models, risk management or 
process monitoring. 
 Recommendation System. An additional application is the recommendation system that is used 
from many popular platforms such as Netflix. This platform use Knowledge Graphs to store 
information that helps in finding relationships between movies, TV shows and persons. These 
relationships can be used to predict what customers might like to watch next. 
 Supply chain management supporter. Knowledge Graphs also help in the supply chain 
management. Companies can easily keep track of inventories of different components, personnel 




 A very important ingredient, in order to build intelligent machines, is structured information that can be 
read by computers and is provided semantically by Knowledge Graphs. Knowledge Graphs have already 
launched “Big Data” applications in many commercial and scientific fields. A very known example is the 
completion of Google’s Knowledge Graph which has collected 18 billion facts about 570 million entities, 
into the results of Google’s search engine. The use of Google Knowledge Graph is to identify, define and 
describe entities in text in order to enhance search results with semantically structured summaries and 
give connects to related entities in exploratory inquiry. Similar to Google Knowledge Graph, is Microsoft 
Satori which is a Knowledge Base, integrated with Bing search engine. 
 An important step to transform text-based search engines into semantically aware question answering 
services, is to enrich search results with semantic information from knowledge graphs. A very 
characteristic example that represents the value of Knowledge Graphs, is IBM’s question answering 
system Watson, which was able to beat human experts in the game of Jeopardy and used YAGO, 
DBpedia and Freebase as source of information. Digital assistants such as Siri, Cortana and Google tend 
to be dependent from these kind of warehouses of structured knowledge, in order to serve efficiently 
humans in any way.   
Moreover, knowledge graphs are useful in many other domains, for example Bio2RDF, Neurocommons 
and LinkedLifeData are knowledge graphs that consolidate several sources  of biomedical information. 











8.2 Use cases and tasks of Knowledge Graphs  
 
Despite all the above, as we have already mentioned, there are some main tasks regarding knowledge 
graphs construction and curation.  
 Link prediction. The first task is called link prediction and has to do with the prediction of the 
existence or the probability of existence of typed edges in the graph, which is important since 
existing knowledge graphs are often missing many facts, and some of the edges that they contain 
are incorrect. Talking about knowledge graphs,  knowledge graphs, link prediction is also 
referred to as knowledge graph completion. Taking as an example the Figure 3, we assume that 
the characterIn edge from Obi-Wan Kenobi to Star Wars were missing; we might be able to 
predict this missing edge, based on the structural similarity between this part of the graph and the 
part involving Spock and Star Trek. Relational model that take into account relationships of 
entities can surpass non-relational machine learning methods for this task.  
 Entity Resolution. The second task is called entity resolution, which is also known as object 
identification or record linkage is the obstacle that blocks the identification of which objects in 
relational data refer to the same underlying entities. In a relational setting, the graph can 
disseminate all the decisions about which objects are supposed to be identical, so that matching 
decisions are made massively for all objects in a domain rather than individually for each object 
pair. In comparison to relational setting, in schema-based automated knowledge base 
construction, entity resolution helps the matching of  matching of the extraction surface names to 
entities stored in the knowledge graph. 
 Link based clustering. Moreover, there one last task of knowledge graphs which is the link-
based clustering distend feature-based clustering to a relational learning setting and groups 
entities in relational data based on how they look alike.  However, in link-based clustering, 
entities are not only grouped by how similar their features are, but also by the similarity of their 
links. Similar to the entity resolution the similarity of entities can be transmitted through the 
knowledge graph in order for the relational modeling add important information for this task. In 
social network analysis, link-based clustering is also known as community detection. 





9.1 Review- Comparison of Knowledge tools 
 
In this part of the dissertation, we are going to compare and make a short review of some of the most 
popular knowledge tools-graph databases, regarding their infrastructure and their key characteristics. 
However, before proceeding to the analysis of the tools we have to make a clarification of some important 
terms. 
 The knowledge tools that we are going to analyze use specific language and belong to different 
categories that describe the type of their database. We meet very often the term SQL or NoSQL, open 
source and OLTP or OLAP support. We will define these terms below, in order to understand better their 
characteristics and then to compare some of them. 
 
SQL:  SQL stands for Structured Query Language and was initially developed at IBM by Donald D. 
Chamberlin and Raymond F. Boyce, in 2016. Is a programming language that is specialized and is 
applicable in a specific domain. SQL is different from general-purpose languages as they refer and have 
applications among many other domains. This query- based language is used in programming and 
designed for managing data that take place in relational database management system. Relational database 
is a digital database that relies on the relational model of data. Moreover, SQL used for streaming 
processing in order to process structured and unstructured data streams in real data based on the relational 
data stream management system. SQL language is designed and used to handle structured data such as 
data incorporating relations among entities and variables. And yet, SQL provides two main advantages. 
Firstly, it is the first language that can access many records with one single command. The second 
advantage is that it decreases the need to specify how to reach a record. (SQL) 
 
NoSQL: The term NoSQL, originally refers to non-SQL, which means non-relational. Carlo Strozzi used 
this term, at first, in 1998 to name his lightweight Strozzi NoSQL open-source relational database. This 
database is suitable for storage (without using tables) and retrieval of data, which means that data was 
gained from a database management system and represented in a structured way. Similar to such database 
have existed since the late 1960s, while the name “NoSQL” was invented in early 21st century following 
the needs of Web 2.0 companies. NoSQL databases have applications in big data and real time web and in 




Figure 17.Comparison and applications of NoSQL and SQL database. 
Source:  (Bhatia, 2017) 
 
Open Source: Open source is a type of software with a specific code that anybody has the opportunity to 
examine, change, and improve. In other words, the term refers to a source that anyone can modify and 
share because its design is accessible from the public.  
 The idea of open source was firstly introduced in the early days of computing from programmers and 
developers that wanted to learn from each other, exchange ideas, experience, and evolve the computing 
domain. Finally, the open source sense moved way side of commercialization of programming in the 
years 1970–1980. (Open Source ) 
 The term open source came from the context of software development in order to define a particular 
approach to creating computer programs. Nowadays, however, the term refers to a wider set of values that 
is called open source values. Open source projects, products, or activities grasp and praise standards of 
open trade collaborative participation, rapid prototyping, transparency, meritocracy, and community-
oriented development. Open sources have impact in many real life domains such as science, education, 
government, manufacturing, health, law, and organizational dynamics. (What is open source?) 
 
Figure 18. Open source in manufacturing. 
Source: (Open Source in Manufacturing: Why Pay for Software?) 
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OLTP and OLAP: OLTP stands for online transaction processing and support applications that rely on 
transaction in a 3-tier architecture, which is a type o software architecture that consists of three layers of 
logical computing. OLTP manages day-to-day transaction of an organization. The key characteristic of 
OLTP focuses on data processing and not data analysis. Some examples of OLTP system are online 
banking, online airline ticket booking, sending a text message, order entry, add a book to shopping cart. 
 OLAP term refers to Online Analytical Processing. Is a software tool that offers analysis of data to help 
businesses in decision making. OLAP systems gives the opportunity to users to analyze database 
information from multiple database systems at one time. The characteristic that differentiates OLAP from 
OLTP is that is based on data analysis and not data processing. (OLTP vs OLAP: What's the Difference?) 
 
 
Figure 19 Difference between OLTP and OLAP 











9.1.2 Knowledge Tools- Table  
 
SQL OPEN SOURCE NoSQL OLTP-OLAP CLOUD-BASED 
AgensGraph: multi-model 
graph database with Cypher 
support based on 
PostgreSQL 
Blazegraph: ultra high-
performance graph database 
supporting Blueprints and 
RDF/SPARQL APIs written 






database, written in 
Java 
CosmosDB: multi-model 
database with support for 
TinkerPop3 
NebulaGraph: distributed, 
linear scalable, lightning-fast 
graph database 
Caylay: open source 









graph database with 
OLTP and OLAP 
support 
 
 Dgraph: Fast, 
Transactional, Distributed 
Graph Database, written in 
Go 
 HugeGraph  
 JanusGraph: distributed 
graph database with 
pluggable storage and 
indexing backends 
   
 HugeGraph: An open 
source TinkerPop 3 
compliant OLTP Graph 
Database with pluggable 
storage bakcend which is 
similar to JanusGraph. It 
also supports OLAP through 
Spark GraphX. 






Of course there are many other knowledge tools that are worth to mention. Such tools are:  
DSE graph: Is graph layer on top of DataStax Enterprise.  
Grank.AI: Is a distributed hyper-relational database for knowledge-oriented systems for example, a 
distributed knowledge base. 
Graphd: Is a Metaweb/Freebase Graph Repository. 
Memgraph: High Performance, In-Memory, Transactional Graph Database. 
Sparksee: Is a graph database that makes space and performance compatible with a small footprint and a 
fast analysis of large networks. 
TigerGraph: Is a complete, distributed, parallel graph computing platform for enterprise, supporting 






 As we have already examined and compared the most known knowledge tools that are used from many 
organizations, we will now focus to one trustful tool that will also help us implement a knowledge graph. 
 Neo4j released in 2007 and is written in Java language. Additionally, it is described as the world’s 
leading Graph Database. (Neo4j: The World’s Fastest, Most Scalable Native Graph Database, n.d.) It is a 
graph-database management system developed by Neo4j, Inc. Moreover, is an indigenous graph database 
that was built in order to lift and evolve not only data, but also the relationships between the data. In other 
words Neo4j is characterized as native graph storage and processing database that is available as an open 
source, NoSQL and offers online backup and high availability.  (Neo4j, n.d.) 
 Neo4j offers high performance as it is expected from lusty graph store like this, such as a simple friendly 
query language and ACID transactions. Its program consists of a flexible and dynamic structure including 
nodes and relationships, rather than static tables. (Neo4j: Graphs for Everyone, n.d.) 
 Neo4j includes some key particular features that makes this graph database, very popular among 
developers and organizations that we will examine below:   
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 Cypher.  It is a sygnificative language similar to SQL that corresponds to queries, but is 
optimized for graphs. Nowadays, databases such as SAP HANA Graph and Redis graph 
use this language via open Cypher project. 
 Constant time traversals. It is very important in big graphs to have stable directions in 
both depth and breadth due to efficient representation of nodes and relationships. 
 Flexibility. Neo4j’s graph schema is flexible and is subject to any possible change. 
Moreover, when the business needs change progress, the graph schema can carry out and 
add new relationships in order to speed up the domain data. 
 Drivers. Neo4j includes drivers for very well-known programming languages such as 
Java, JavaScript, .NET, Python, and many more. 
 
 
Figure 20. Neo4j’s characteristics. 
Source: (Neo4j, n.d.) 
 
9.2.2 Neo4j Properties  
 
Nowadays, many companies and organizations, in many domains and industries such as financial 
services, government, energy, technology, retail, and manufacturing, use Neo4j. The demand that all these 
companies have around technological development, help Neo4j company to improve our product and 
services for developers and businesses alike. (Neo4j Graph Datatbase, n.d.) 
 Graph databases consist of some important properties that make them special and different from 
relational and NoSQL databases.  
 There are three main properties-goals, which all developers search in the graph databases. 
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1. Intuitiveness. The way to create the data in a logical procedure. In other words, it means the 
reduction of translation, from not only code into database calls, but also of translation abrasion 
and the translation among entrepreneurs describing the application requirements along with the 
developers who satisfy those requirements. This means that the less the translation, the more the 
productivity.  
2. Speed. Speed reflects to the velocity of the development. Moreover, speed refers to the speed of 
execution and the delivery of the results to the application, in order to enable real time decisions. 
A very characteristic example is EBay, in which is able to code the application that make 
decisions, thousands of time faster than the prior MySQL solution. This ability, gives the power 
to EBay of real-time delivery of products into customers hands.  
3. Agility. Agility reflects to the easiness and how quickly the code can adapt to the changing 
business. Neo4j provides a naturally adaptive schema optional data model as it gives the 
flexibility to add and remove data at any time as well as to create easily new nodes and 
relationships. 
  
9.2.3 Neo4j Graph databases- Use Cases 
 
 Most of the times, graph databases are considered as social networks, which is not true. Graph databases 
help many use cases across a wide variety of industries. They give the ability to businesses to perform in 
real time and allow them to make decisions faster with more accurate ant valid data. We analyze some of 
the most important use cases below. 
 Real time recommendations. Many popular retailers, such as Walmart, use Neo4j for real time 
recommendations in order to offer more relevant products to the customers, taking into account 
not only the previews products that the users have viewed and bought, but also much more data 
from the businesses. This kind of data could be customers’ service history, returns and reviews 
and with the real time recommendations system, businesses can suggest other similar products to 
the customers that meet their needs. The data that feeds into recommendations is limitless and 
with graph databases, businesses can do this in a faster and more intuitive way.  
 Master Data management. This refers to bringing together all of the entities in the internal 
environment of an organization and external environment in for a better understanding of the 
relationship between them. This can include all the people who work for an organization, 
customers, products or even orders. A very characteristic example of a company who use master 
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data management is Cisco a Networking hardware company. In this way, cisco tends to empower 
their content management resources and Knowledge base articles for use, by their sales teams.  
 Fraud detection. This is another use case that is suitable to graphs. Many more simplistic 
approaches that can detect fraud use only distinguished data analysis. However, experts such 
Gartner, suggest a layered approach that use both discrete and connected analysis to detect fraud. 
Neo4j enables connected analysis, that is difficult to model in real time, with its speed 
relationships natively as a graph and gives the ability for connected analysis for fraud in real time 
before a transaction is approved or a product is shipped. This capability is used by top banks, 
insurance or gaming companies(for micro-currency transactions) and even governments.  
 Graph based search. For instance, if we are searching for animals and want to see all the 
images tagged with animals, but also images with mammals, dogs or fish. This will give as better 
search results, resulting in high engagement with the platform. In order to describe real objects, 
we usually use graphs as language. Lufthansa airline uses the graph-based search. Its custom 
asset management system powers their inflight entertainment system.  
 Network and IT operations. Graphs in other words are networks. Therefore, Neo4j powers all 
the computer networks and IT operations. All the interconnected devices can be represented with 
graphs unlike the columns and rows that we can write on hand. With graphs, we can perform 
easily platform operations like dependency analysis. For example, if the system breaks down, it 
allows proactive notification of the users in order to improve productivity and tends to resolve 
easily the unexpected problems that may occur.  
 Identity and access management. Many identity and access management is automated through 
technologies. For example, a person in a university could be a student, faculty or staff member, 
for this reason, trying to make many accounts for this person is very time consuming. The 
solution is to have hierarchy of groups within an organization, but a person change his role it is 
hard an inefficient to move him from one role to the other especially if he belong in groups with 
many people. With Neo4j, this migration is very easy as it allow each of the entities to have each 
one specific ID. UBS a global financial services firm won the Graphie Award in 2014, for having 











After analyzing the table with the basic characteristics of the most known knowledge tools, it is very 
interesting to compare some of them, depending on their similar characteristics and most important 
differences.  
 Dgraph, as we have already examined, is a fast, transactional, distributed Graph Database, which is 
written in Go language. Dgraph is a horizontally scalable GraphQL database with a graph backend.  This 
graph database can offer ACID transactions, which means that it provides a set of possessions of database 
transactions. Database transaction means any change in the database and represents a domain of work that 
executes in the database management system against another database in a total independent way. ACID 
transactions secure valid data in spite of errors or power failures. A characteristic example could be a 
transfer of funds from one bank account to another. (ACID) 
 Moreover, Dgraph database provides continuous replication and linearizable reads and can perform a 
vary affluent set of queries. Additionally, is a native GraphQL database, which means that it can manage 
the way data lay out on disk in order to optimize for query performance, production, reducing disk seeks, 
and network calls in a cluster. 
 The main aim of Dgraph database is to provide Google production level scale and throughput that takes 
less time to give back real time user queries over structured data. It is also supports GraphQL query 
syntax, JSON which is a lightweight data-interchange format, easy for humans and machines to use and 
generate and Protocol Buffers which is a language-neutral, platform-neutral extensible mechanism for 
serializing structured data. (Dgraph) 
 
9.3.2 Dgraph’s key features 
 
 Local GraphQL Database with a Graph Backend: The main point is to write queries against 
the graphs, which is much more natural than writing SQL queries. There is not a demand of 
understanding the data schema or write across hundreds of joins.  
 No single point of failure regarding the Horizontal Scalability: Dgraph has the ability to 
attract new customers and opportunities due to its limitless, quick and global scale. 
 Ease in arraying and maintenance: It only takes 20 minutes to structure the whole data set with 
the suitable instructions captured in Dgraph. 
 Short query response time:  Among thousand simultaneous queries, Dgraph has the ability to 
perform responses in 50 millisecond, while achieving 15000/s queries per second. 
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 Vivid community in Dgraph: The Dgraph community provides support not only for technical 
support but also for existing functionality. New users and advanced existing ones with experience 
use Dgraph and gain all the benefits from this database.  
9.3.3Neo4j Versus Dgraph 
 
In this part of the dissertation, we are going to compare Dgraph with the most popular graph database, 
Neo4j. The comparison will be conducted regarding loading data, querying, issues faced and features.  
1. Loading data: The comparison regarding loading data based on loading graph data set with real 
world data. In order to develop and test the performance of Dgraph, Freebase film data was used, 
as this data is suitable for storing in a graph database. However, Neo4j faced a problem because it 
cannot accept data in RDF format directly. Neo4j’s loader accepts data only in CSV format, 
which is something that SQL tables have. This means that in a 21 million dataset with 50 distinct 
types of entities and 132 types of relationships between these entities, Neo4j could not perform 
well. Researchers had to convert this dataset in CSV format and they would end up with 100s of 
CSV files. The outcome of this activity would be a file for each type of entity and a file for 
relationships between two types of entities, which would be suitable for relational data but not for 
graph data sets, as each entity can be of multiple types, and relationships between entities are 
fluid. 
 Therefore, researchers used another program that reads N-Quads (statements that are sequence of 
RDF terms representing the subject, predicate, object), in order to compare Neo4j’s and Dgraph’s 
load data and help Neo4j perform. The result was that in the data set of 1.1 million N-Quads, 
Dgraph outperformed Neo4j 46.7k to 280 N-Quads per second. In other words, Neo4j loader 
process never finished, which means that Dgraph is 160x faster than Neo4j for loading graph 
data. 
2. Querying: Dgraph’s main goal is to succeed low latency querying with real world use cases, 
where reads are typically followed by writes. On the other hand, Neo4j uses more memory and by 
extension more time for querying, therefore Dgraph is faster and consumes 5x lesser memory 
compared to Neo4j and is at least 3x faster for intertwined reads and writes. 
3. Issues faced: For loading data, It essential for Neo4j to use a loader to load RDF data, rather than 
breaking the data into CSV files. Moreover, while loading data, Neo4j may return bad connection 










Table of comparison between Dgraph and Neo4j 
FEATURES DGRAPH NEO4J 
Production Features Highly available, Consistent, 
Fault tolerant 
Master-slave architecture (only 
full data replicas) 
Data Sharding Yes. Data sharded and 
replicated across servers, using 
consensus for writes. 
No 
Horizontal Scalability Yes. Add servers to cluster on 
the fly to distribute data better. 
Supports only full data replicas 
Transactional Model Linearizability aka Atomic 
Consistency 
ACID transactions 
Backups backups in RDF format 
available using the HTTP 
interface 
full and incremental backups 
available only as part of paid 
enterprise edition 
Schema Optional (many types such as 
geo types ) 
Optional (supports many types 
such as bytes) 
Query language GraphQL Cypher  
 
Concluding, Dgraph is latest as it performs since 2016, comparing to Neo4j, which performs since 2007, 
which means that Dgraph is faster and performs better as it supports most of the functionality and latest 










Moving on to the comparison between the knowledge tools, we will compare Neo4j with MongoDB. We 
conduct this comparison analysis because MongoDB is a very well-known tool as well and one of the 
popular outcomes from Google search results that users queried the most. 
 
 
9.4.2 MongoDB key features 
 
RDBMS databases have ruled the globe with reliability and speed for many decades. However, the one-
size-fits-all strategy did not work for a number of databases and data formats as the volume and variety of 
data formats increased. In the document store database, the inventors of MongoDB decided to specialize 
in high scalability, versatility, eventual accuracy, and lightning speed, so that other vendors could not 
build identical NoSQL databases. 
 Storage: In MongoDB, the documents can be stored in the open standard BSON format by 
MongoDB (Binary JavaScript Object Notation). With the BSON format, MongoDB can extract 
data at extreme speed and without the need for internal code conversions. The BSON document 
format, however can take up more storage space than the JSON format. BSON uses more data 
storage space, its speed and ability to traverse the data back and forth, makes MongoDB an option 
for many organizations dealing with document petabyte scale or text-based information. Multiple 
programming languages such as Java, C, C++, Ruby, C#, and Python can retrieve MongoDB. For 
most programming languages, the BSON format is extremely compatible with JSON file format 
conversions. Moreover, MongoDB stores up to 4 MB of binary data per document with GridFS 
access. 
 Query support: When compared to CouchDB (Apache CouchDB is an open-source document-
oriented NoSQL database, implemented in Erlang), MongoDB supports dynamic queries without 
needing the database format to be fixed in any schema before running the query. Only daily 
queries can be sponsored by CouchDB. To speed up the query extraction time, MongoDB will 
index the documents. This will further accelerate the time of execution on the database. 
MongoDB can also create geospatial indexes for data based on locations. In order to prevent any 
further changes to the data when other updates are in progress, most databases maintain multi-
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version concurrency control for users to visualize multiple versions of the data. CouchDB 
manages the database versioning operation. With immediate writing to the database, MongoDB 
adopts the information-in-place technique. 
 Data replication and recombination: MongoDB conducts master-slave architecture data 
replication, ensuring that only databases with eventual consistency are usable. Additionally, 
MongoDB has the ability to auto-shard by resplitting and recombining the data. 
 Map performance: By mapping and filtering all documents that meet certain requirements and 
finally processing the data for reduction, MongoDB will map and reduce functions. (Membrey, 
MongoDB Basics, 2014) 
 
 
9.4.3 Neo4j Versus MongoDB 
 
MongoDB and Neo4j are two very popular knowledge tool, each of them has its own characteristics as we 
examined before. However, there are some differences between them, that we will analyze below.  
1. Both Neo4j and MongoDB are databases with NoSQL. Neo4J, however is a graph database. 
2. MongoDB is schemalless and offers a holistic view of the data with potential continuity with the 
concept of updating information in place. 
3. MongoDB has an aggregate framework and there is no aggregate framework for Neo4J. 
4. Graph databases such as Neo4J comply with the ACID specification with absolute fine-grained 
transaction atomicity. 
5. MongoDB offers versatility in a distributed environment and high scalability. It also allows the 
database to be compliant with instant ACID compliance. 
6. As and data set stored in the database document store is disaggregated and separate, MongoDB 
does not establish relationships between the database models. A graph system requires the 
handling of a complex database relationship, whereas a NoSQL database does not require the 
handling of complex data model associations.  
7. Neo4J allows the graphs to be navigated as a tree, where MongoDB does not visualize document 





MongoDB and Neo4J together: Real-time data analytics for Healthcare-Use Case 
 
 Zephyr Health is one of the world's largest providers of health information that uses data science with 
ensemble approaches and multiple NoSQL databases such as MongoDB and Neo4J to provide healthcare 
customers with information through real-time analytics to provide the appropriate chronic disease 
therapies and treatments. Health care professionals and general practitioners are moving away from 
offering generic therapy to providing accurate treatment that addresses real disease or outbreak issues. For 
instance, GlaxoSmithKline, the large pharmaceutical firm, plans to launch a new medication on the 
market that treats asthma disease. GlaxoSmithKline has a large amount of Salesforce and CRM system 
data and a range of data outlets that include RMS data, a linked hospital network, pharmacy, divisions of 
radiology. GlaxoSmithKline still cannot offer precision medicine in a manner that meets the requirements 
of the healthcare customer, regardless of such a comprehensive collection of details.  
 It is here that Zephyr excels. It gathers all the data and incorporates it into a single data platform. Zephyr 
is now able to deliver a precision medication that meets the requirements of the healthcare customer for 
the newly launched drug on the market. Zephyr gathers electronic healthcare information from doctors, 
open data from clinical trails, and a treasure trove of publication data. Only Zephyr knows how to apply 
this data obtained to the marketing of new products. 
Zephyr has selected MongoDB and Neo4j databases with sharding capabilities for schema-less NoSQL 
formats. Zephyr followed a polyglot persistence strategy by integrating both MongoDB and Neo4J into 
their data network, considering the essence of precision medicine for healthcare customers. In MongoDB, 
the key data points of healthcare consumers are represented, and a range of consumer-related 
relationships are maintained in Neo4J for the nested database architecture. On MongoDB, sparse indexes 
are created, while on Neo4J, strong indexes are created. MongoDB preserves only profile-centered 










Stardog is an RDF graph database with OLTP and OLAP support, similar to Neo4j. After a simple 
Google search, Stardog is another knowledge tool result that users search the most. In this part of the 
Dissertation we will compare Neo4j and Stardog and we will examine Stardog’s main features.  
 
9.5.2 Stardog key features 
 
Stardog is an Enterprise Knowledge Graph framework that uniquely integrates graph storage and 
virtualization capabilities to incorporate data flexibly and cost-effectively. Scalable, stable, and standards-
based, Stardog is. Stardog is preferable from the customers because the platform encodes the data's 
purpose alongside the data itself, includes laws of the real world and uses best-in-class inference to make 
transparent implicit knowledge and offers a flexible view of data, serving with one model in multiple use 
cases.  
 Nowadays, we can all agree that the world is governed by data. Organizations, however, fail to exploit 
this knowledge to a competitive advantage. Raw, uninterpreted data somewhere in a system isn't really 
helpful. It must be connected to the business sense of the organization that owns it to be useful. In other 
words, what matters more than knowledge is the essence of company. In order to make informed 
decisions, the primary objective of IT is to extract actionable information from mere data - the true 
hallmark of a connected enterprise. Enterprise data management (EDM) is basically broken nowadays. 
Each application is powered by a data silo of its own. To integrate data between applications, extraction, 
translation, modeling, and mapping are often needed in order to make those applications talk to each 
other. The solution of the problem could be hybrid and multicloud. The hybrid, multicloud IT 
environment would be the bomb that explodes traditional management of enterprise data, almost all of 
which is fundamentally based on data location rather than data significance.Therefore, an EDM solution 
is well-positioned to win, approaching the future now. Enterprises are transferring data assets in droves to 
the cloud. The cloud, however, is really just the data center of someone else. Data is not magically linked 
by transferring data into someone else's data center. A data silo is no better, no more connected, than an 
on-premise data silo in the cloud. 
 A connected enterprise is one where data is connected to the computer layer using a data management 
product such as Stardog, no matter where it is processed, so that all facets of the enterprise can make 
knowledge-based decisions. Stardog is the first cloud-native Enterprise Knowledge Graph Application in 
the industry that links data in both cloud and on-prem environments. Stardog is a framework designed to 
power a connected business. (Clark, 2020) 
 
Taking all the above into account, Stardog holds some key features that makes it suitable for many 
enterprises.  
1. Query Workspace: Write questions more easily with syntax highlighting, auto-complete, and 
file and git repository integration. 
2. Visual Query Plans: Navigate your question strategy and easily find bottlenecks in efficiency. 
3. Multi-Language Support: Studio supports various languages such as SPARQL, GraphQL, 
Turtle, and more. 
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4. Data Management: Load or build new data into existing Stardog databases as well as 
incorporate data via virtual graphs. 
5. Graph Visualizations: To browse and explore your data and schema, create a visual 
representation of your graph. 
6. Interactive Tutorials: Embedded tutorials direct you to learn the basics step by step. (Stardog 
Studio) 
 
Additionally, despite all the key features and characteristics that this Knowledge graph has, it has many 
applications in enterprises. 
1. Designed for enterprise’s data’s meaning: Information Graphs are designed to represent 
entities in the real world and their complex relationships with each other. A Knowledge Graph 
can retain several points of view simultaneously, contrasted with the rigidity of a relational 
database structure. 
2. Future-proof data model: More information still exists: new external data streams, new data 
sources needed for the next update, new acquisitions with their own data messages. The 
extendable data model of Stardog easily integrates new sources while retaining original schemas 
and metadata. 
3. Enriched context for better results: Encode into enterprise’s Information Graph hierarchical 
relationships, properties, and metadata. To discover deep links, uncover trends within the data, 
and get definitive, explainable results, question your unified data. 
4. Easily layer onto existing infrastructure: Virtualization allows access to organization’s 
disparate data with low impact, whether it's on-prem or in the cloud. Without moving or copying, 
access your information, avoid data proliferation while maintaining original ownership and 
















9.5.3 Neo4j Versus Stardog 
 
Table of comparison between Stardog and Neo4j 
 
Name Neo4j Stardog 
Description Open source graph database Knowledge graph platform for enterprises and 
graph DBMS with high availability, 
performance reasoning, and virtualization 
Primary database 
model 
Graph DBMS Graph DBMS 
RDF store 
License Open Source commercial 
Cloud-based only No No 
Implementation 
language 










Data scheme schema-free and schema-optional schema-free and OWL/RDFS-schema support 
SQL No Yes, compatible with all major SQL variants 
through dedicated BI/SQL Server 
APIs and other access 
methods 
Bolt protocol 
Cypher query language 
Java API 
Neo4j-OGM  
RESTful HTTP API 
Spring Data Neo4j 
TinkerPop 3 
GraphQL query language 
HTTP API 
Jena RDF API 
OWL 
RDF4J API 









.Net, Clojure, Elixir, Go, Groovy, 
Haskell, Java, JavaScript, Perl, PHP, 
Python, Ruby, Scala 
.Net, Clojure, Groovy, Java, JavaScript, Python, 
Ruby 
Server-side scripts Yes user defined functions and aggregates, HTTP 
Server extensions in Java 
Replication methods Causal Clustering using Raft protocol Multi-source replication in HA-Cluster 
Consistency concepts Causal and Eventual Consistency 
configurable in Causal Cluster setup 
Immediate Consistency in stand-alone 
mode 
Immediate Consistency in HA-Cluster 
User concepts Users, roles and permissions. 
Pluggable authentication with 
supported standards (LDAP, Active 
Directory, Kerberos) 






The main differences between Neo4j and Stardog  are located in the main competitive advantages and use 
case scenarios of these tools.  
Competitive advantages of Neo4j 
Neo4j is just a transactional database that blends all the efficiency and trustworthiness you need in 
applications that carry data connections to the fore:  
 Native graph storage 
 Native graph processing 
 Graph scalability 
 High availability 
 Graph clustering 
 Graphs in the cloud 
 Graphs on Spark 
 Built-in ETL 
 Integration support 




Competitive advantages of Stardog 
 
 Virtual data Connectors for quick access to all big SQL servers, Cassandra, MongoDB and 
more, data silos 
 NLP pipeline, BITES, Stardog gives the opportunity incorporate unstructured data in addition to 
SQL and NoSQL data into the knowledge graph 
 Data virtualization in addition to ETL to sustainably add data to the knowledge graph 
 BI/SQL Server: in which the information graph is converted back into SQL; Tableau, PowerBI, 
Cognos and more are supported platforms. 
 Just-in-time inference that gives the opportunity to explore data with different sets of rules 
applied 
 Built in machine learning which includes predictive analytics and similarity search 







Use case scenarios of Stardog  
 Anti-money laundering & fraud monitoring 
 Customer 360 
 Drug discovery & biomarker-based research 
 Knowledge management 
 Model-Based Systems Engineering modernization 
 Smart search on text documents 
























10. Example implementation of KG with Neo4j Graph Database  
 
Despite all the literature review that we conducted regarding knowledge graphs and all their 
characteristics and properties, it is time to proceed to the implementation of a knowledge graph. For that 
reason, we used the very popular tool, Neo4j because it is easy to use with queries and it does not demand 
the knowledge of programming language in order to be implemented. 
The first step of the implementation was to download the Neo4j desktop application (installation link: 
https://neo4j.com/download/ ). After that, we selected from the Neo4j website, a database theme that we 
wanted to implement and linked it with the Neo4j desktop. Our project refers to Movies, which means 
that we created a graph database that includes movies’ titles, actors, and directors. The project “Movies” 
launched in the Neo4j desktop application, where its interface was very easy to navigate in, it was active 
and ready to use. 
 
 
Figure 21. Neo4j user’s interface before launching project “Movies” 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
1. Step 1. 
We created a graph with 25 movies from 1986 until 2012, listed them in the table below, 
including their title, tagline, and released year. The graph is represented without relationships 




Figure 22. Movies 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
In Neo4j user’s interface, despite the query and results section in right side that are represented with 
graphs, there is also a section in the left side that describes the database’s information. As we can observe 
in the database information section, in Figure 23, there are the “Node lebels” that present the number of 
the nodes in general, the “Movies” and “Person” nodes. Under the “Node Labels” there is the 
“Relationship Types” section, which names the way the nodes are linked with each other. We can observe 
that there are relationships presenting the people who “ACTED_IN”, “DIRECTED”, “PRODUCED”, 
“REVIEWED”, “WROTE”, and “FOLLOWS” in the movies. Additionally, under the relationship types, 
there is the “Property keys” section, presenting the property keys used in the graph: born, name, rating, 




Figure 23. Neo4j user interface. 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
As we can observe in Figure 24 below, the results of the queries that presented in the Neo4j interface 
can be presented not only as graph, but also as table. Moreover, as Figure 25 shows below, the results 
can be presented as text and with code as Figure 26 shows.  
 
Figure 24. Query results presented as table 




Figure 25. Query results presented as text 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
 
Figure 26. Query results presented with code 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
 
Movies table  
Title Tagline Released 
The Matrix Welcome to the Real World 1999 
The Matrix Reloaded Free your mind 2003 
The Matrix 
Revolutions 
Everything that has a beginning has an end 2003 
The Devil's Advocate Evil has its winning ways 1997 
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A Few Good Men In the heart of the nation's capital, in a courthouse of the U.S. 
government, one man will stop at nothing to keep his honor, and 
one will stop at nothing to find the truth 
1992 
Top Gun I feel the need, the need for speed 1986 
Jerry Maguire The rest of his life begins now 2000 
Stand By Me For some, it's the last real taste of innocence, and the first real 
taste of life. But for everyone, it's the time that memories are 
made of 
1986 
As Good as It Gets A comedy from the heart that goes for the throat. 1997 
What Dreams May 
Come 
After life there is more. The end is just the beginning. 1998 
Snow Falling on 
Cedars 
First loves last. Forever 1999 
You've Got Mail At odds in life... in love on-line 1998 
Sleepless in Seattle What if someone you never met, someone you never saw, 
someone you never knew was the only someone for you? 
1993 
Joe Versus the Volcano A story of love, lava and burning desire 1990 
When Harry Met Sally Can two friends sleep together and still love each other in the 
morning? 
1998 
That Thing You Do In every life there comes a time when that thing you dream 
becomes that thing you do 
1996 
The Replacements Pain heals, Chicks dig scars... Glory lasts forever 2000 
RescueDawn Based on the extraordinary true story of one man's fight for 
freedom 
2006 
The Birdcage Come as you are 1996 
Unforgiven It's a hell of a thing, killing a man 1992 
Johnny Mnemonic The hottest data on earth. In the coolest head in town 1995 
Cloud Atlas Everything is connected 2012 
Speed Racer Speed has no limits 2008 
The Da Vinci Code Break The Codes 2006 













2. Step 2 
In this step, we came up with a graph that represents the names of the actors that participated in these 
movies, as figure 27. Shows below.  
 
Figure 27. Actors 








Actors, Directors, Producers table 
ACTORS NAME DIRECTORS NAME PRODUCERS NAME 
Keanu Reeves Lilly Wachowski for movies:  Speed 
Racer, Cloud Atlas, The Matrix 
Revolutions, The Matrix Reloaded, The 
Matrix 
Lilly Wachowski for movies: V for 
Vendetta, Ninja Assassin 
Carrie-Anne Moss Lana Wachowski for movies: Speed 
Racer, Cloud Atlas, The Matrix 
Revolution, The Matrix Reloaded, The 
Matrix 
Lana Wachowski for movies: V for 
Vendetta, Ninja Assassin 
Laurence Fishburne 
 
Taylor Hackford for movies: Ninja 
Assassin, V for Vendetta 
Joel Silver for movies: Speed Racer, V 
for Vendetta, Ninja Assassin, The 
Matrix Revolutions, The Matrix 
Reloaded, The Matrix 
Hugo Weaving Rob Reiner for movies: When Harry 
Met Sally, A Few Good Men, Stand By 
Me 
Rob Reiner for movies: When Harry 
Met Sally 
Lilly Wachowski Tony Scott for movies: Top Gun,  Cameron Crowe for movies: Jerry 
Maguire 
Lana Wachowski Cameron Crowe for movies: Jerry 
Maguire 
Nora Ephron for movies: When Harry 
Met Sally 
Joel Silver James L. Brooks for movies: As Good 
as It Gets 
Stefan Arndt for movies: Cloud Atlas 
Emil Eifrem Werner Herzog for movies: 
RescueDawn 
Nancy Meyers for movies: 
Something's Gotta Give 
Charlize Theron Vincent Ward for movies: What 
Dreams May Come 
 
Al Pacino Scott Hick for movies: Snow Falling on 
Cedars 
 
Taylor Hackford Tom Hanks for movies: That Thing You 
Do 
 
Tom Cruise Nora Ephron for movies: You've Got 
Mail, Sleepless in Seattle 
 
Jack Nicholson   
Demi Moore   
Kevin Bacon   
Kiefer Sutherland   
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Noah Wyle   
Cuba Gooding Jr.   
Kevin Pollak   
J.T. Walsh   
James Marshall   
Christopher Guest   
Rob Reiner   
Aaron Sorkin   






3. Step 3 
After listing and the names of the movies and actors, directors and producers it is time to use specific 
queries in order to see the relationships between them and explore how graph databases works in practice.  
 Neo4j uses Cypher query language, which is similar to SQL to query and MySCL. The first query we 
gave to Neo4j graph database as an input with the “match”command is the following:  
QUERY 1: 
Match (m:Movie) where m.released > 2000 RETURN m limit 5 
The expected result of the query will return query all the movies that were realesed after the year 2000 
limiting the result to 5 items. 
 
RESULT: The result represents 5 single nodes, that are the titles of the movies that released after 2000, 
without relationships between them. The “clicked” node is an example of a movie title (“Something’s 




Figure 28. Movies that were released after the year 2000 limiting the result to 5 items. 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
“Match” term is used to find nodes that match a particular pattern. This is the primary way of getting data 
from a Neo4j database. In most cases, a Match is used along with certain conditions to narrow down the 
result. For instance, we created a query using “match” command in order to find a specific actor as Query 
2. shows.  
QUERY 2: 
Match (p:Person {name: 'Charlize Theron'}) RETURN p 
RESULT:  
 
Figure 29. “match” command for Charlize Theron 




However, “match” command is not the only way to find and match specific results. Another way would 
be to use a WHERE clause which allows more complex filtering including symbols as “ >, <”, “Starts 
With”, “Ends With”. For example the query: MATCH (p:Person) where p.name = "Tom Hanks" 
RETURN p. This query gives back the same result with Query 2.  
QUERY 3 (using symbols):  
MATCH (m:Movie) where m.released > 2010 and m.released < 2015 RETURN m 
The query is expected to give as back all the movies that were released between 2010 and 2015. 
RESULT: 
 
Figure 30. Result of movies that were released between 2010 and 2015. 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
 
Despite the “match” term, there also the “merge” clause in Neo4j, in order to match the existing nodes 
and bind them or create new node(s) and bind them. The “merge” term is a mixture of “Match” and 
“Create” and also allows additional actions to be defined whether the data has been matched or generated. 
QUERY 4 (given from Neo4j):  
MERGE (p:Person {name: 'John Doe'}) ON MATCH SET p.lastLoggedInAt = timestamp() ON 
CREATE SET p.createdAt = timestamp()Return p 
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The above query 4. creates the Person node if it does not exist. If the node already exists, then it will set 
the property lastLoggedInAt to the current timestamp. If node did not exist and was newly created 
instead, then it will set the createdAt property to the current timestamp. 
RESULT:  
 
Figure 31. Result of the “merge” query of Person-John Dee,  node if it does not exist 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
QUERY 5 (what we created). 
We created a query using Merge to create a movie node with title "ChritinaDissertation". If the node does 
not exist then set its released property to 2020 and lastUpdatedAt property to the current time stamp. If 
the node already exists, then only set lastUpdatedAt to the current time stamp. Return the movie node. 
MERGE (m:movie {title: 'ChristinaDissertation'}) ON MATCH SET m.lastUpdatedAt = timestamp()ON 













Figure 32. Result of the “merge” query, to create a movie node with title "ChritinaDissertation". 
Section: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
Nodes and Relationships 
Nodes 
Nodes and Relationships are the basic building blocks of a graph database. Nodes symbolize entities. A 
node is equivalent to a row in a relational database in a graph database. We can see two types of nodes in 
the Figure 33 below - Person and Movie. A node is enclosed between a parenthesis in writing a cypher 
query, such as (p:Person) where p is a vector and Person is the node type to which it refers. 
 
 
Figure 33. “Person” and “Movie” nodes. 






In Neo4j it is very easy to create a simple node using a simple query. In terms of this 
dissertation, we created a node using an easy query with the “create” command 
QUERY 6:  
Create (p:Person {name: 'Christina Zafeiriou'}) RETURN p 
RESULT: The above query gave back one single node. 
 
Figure 34. Example creation of one simple node-Person (Christina Zafeiriou) 




Two nodes can be connected with a relationship. In the above image ACTED_IN, REVIEWED, 
PRODUCED, WROTE and DIRECTED are all relationships connecting the corresponding types of 
nodes. Two nodes can be connected with more than one relationships. Relationships always have a 
direction, they are either incoming or outgoing and represented with→ or ← . For example the node 
PERSON in Figure 33. has an outgoing relationship in node MOVIE. 
QUERY 7:  
MATCH (p:Person)-[d:ACTED_IN]-(m:Movie) where m.released > 2010 RETURN p,d,m 
The expected query will return all the people who acted in a movie that was released after 2010. 
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RESULT: The result will return people who acted in “Cloud Atlas” that is a movie which released after 
2010, more specifically in 2012. There are 4 actors who participated in this movie ant their acting is the 
relationship between the actor and the movie.  
 
Figure 35. Result query of people who acted in a movie that was released after 2010 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
However, the graph in Figure 35, includes more relationships. If we click on an actor we receive all the 




Figure 36. Example result after clicking on one node (Tom Hanks). 




Labels is a name or identifer of a Node or a Relationship. In the image below (Figure 37.) Movie and 
Person are Node labels and ACTED_IN, REVIEWED, REVIEWED, WROTE and DIRECTED are 
Relationship labels.  
 
Figure 37. Presentation of nodes and relationships between them. 




Labels can be represented with colons such as :PERSON and we can assign to them a specific variable. 
For example “p” is the variable for PERSON label node and represented as “p: PERSON. 
 Labels are used when we want to perform operations only on a specific types of Nodes. 
QUERY 8. 
MATCH (p:Person) RETURN p limit 20 
The expected result of the query will be all the “PERSON” nodes limited in 20 
RESULT: The query gave back PERSON nodes limited to 20, without relationships between them. 
 
Figure 38. Example result query of all the “PERSON” nodes limited in 20. 
Source: (Neo4j Desktop-1.3.11, n.d.) 
 
On the other side: 
QUERY 9:  
MATCH (n) RETURN n limit 20 
This query will give back all kind of nodes (n), either PERSON or MOVIE limited to 20. 
RESULT: The query gave back 20 nodes, 3 movies and 17 people who directed or acted in each movie 




Figure 39. Example result query of nodes (n), either PERSON or MOVIE limited to 20. 



















Considering all the above chapters, it is time to sum up all the findings we have collected during the 
analysis around the topic of knowledge graphs. Moreover, it is crucial to examine if we gave answers to 
all the research questions we have defined and if we gave solutions to our research problem.  
 Knowledge graphs started to make their first appearance when there was a need of creating instructional 
systems for courses. One of the earliest knowledge graphs was found in 1985 and was named Wordnet, 
which was a natural language processing database of semantic relationships that share structural 
similarities between the words, despite the language that they are expressed and created in English 
language. Twenty years later many efforts have been made to create more knowledge graphs in 2005, 
Mark Wirk, named Geonames, introduced another knowledge graph. Geonames was a geographical 
database, while in 2007, two graph- based knowledge warehouses were founded in order to achieve 
general knowledge. In 2012, Google introduced its first knowledge graphs that all of us know as searchers 
on the web, that based on DBpedia and Freebase. Quickly, Google’s knowledge graphs became 
supplement to string based search in Google and people started to use them increasingly. Ever since many 
giants started to create and use their knowledge graphs among the most known of them was Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Airbnb, Microsoft, Amazon, Uber and eBay. 
 However, there have been many efforts to provide definitions of knowledge graphs. Although it is 
difficult for the authors and researchers to provide a specific definition, there are some predominant ones 
that better describe the idea of knowledge graphs. Knowledge graphs refer to an assortment of interlinked 
depictions of elements and real world articles, occasions, circumstances or theoretical ideas. Furthermore, 
knowledge graphs are described as graphs that acquire and integrate information into an ontology and 
apply a reasoner to get new knowledge, also they are defined as multi- relational graphs that consist of 
entities and relations, which are considered as nodes and different types of edges, or large networks of 
entities, their semantic types, properties, and relationships between entities. Additionally they are defined 
as systems that use a variety of techniques to extract new knowledge, in the form of facts, from the web or 
graph-theoretic representation of human knowledge such that it can be rendered with semantics by a 
machine. In simpler words, it is a way to express ‘knowledge’ using graphs, in a way that a machine 
would be able to understand and inference over this graph to answer queries (‘questions’) in some 
meaningful way. They can also characterized as graph databases that use classes, which are some of the 
most common representations of knowledge graphs and refer to entity description and relationships 
between the entities, which means in what way these entities are linked with each other.  
 Knowledge graphs are formed as diagrams using their central data base for sharing information and data. 
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This diagram consists of elements described as head entities that can be objects or concepts, attributes that 
give information about the entities and nodes that give the relationships between the entities and link them 
with each other. 
 During our analysis around knowledge graphs, we examined their application in Google and their 
affection in Search Engine Optimization. Google uses its own knowledge graph to provide results after 
searchers’ queries. Google knowledge Graph, is a knowledge base that it is used by Google’s services in 
order to provide further information to search engine’s results collected from a variety of sources. The 
results are presented as information called infoboxes that provides a summary of information about the 
subject, next to search results. Google’s knowledge graph has many features in order to provide easily 
information to the users but also contribute to SEO in order for users to get more valid and apposite 
search results, and SEOs gain more traffic to the related content. 
 Despite all the above, the main problem that we wanted to solve during this master thesis was how 
trustful results Knowledge Graphs offer to the searchers and in what percent they promote fake news that 
may influence a large number of people on a wide range of subjects. Moreover, we focused to the method 
for fact-checking for Portuguese, following the content-based strategy is relied on the Google’s search 
results and trying to represent and reproduce the common behavior that people have when they search 
news in a hurry, in order to check their validity. 
 Moving on we focused on the connection of knowledge graphs to machine learning, trying to understand 
where knowledge graphs are necessary and what kind of problems they try to solve. This connection 
between knowledge graphs and machine learning, offers many advantages on the improvement of the 
validity of the systems and the extension of machine learning capabilities such as data insufficiency, 
Zero- shot learning and explainability. 
It was also very important to examine the applications of knowledge graphs and the tasks and real time 
use case scenarios in the organizations and enterprises. As it turned out, knowledge graphs are applicable 
in many real life scenarios and help many business structure their data and IT systems in many ways. 
Therefore, we wanted to see and compare the most known tools that organizations use in order to evolve 
their businesses.  
 We have conducted a very clear analysis of the most popular knowledge tools, starting from Neo4j, as it 
is the tool that we used to implement our Knowledge graph, and after analyzing its main features, 
characteristics, properties and use cases, we compared it with other known tolls. This comparison was 
based on the similar characteristics that the tools have between them and also to the search results that we 
faced after a simple Google search in order to see what users-searchers search more. We compared Neo4j 
with Dgraph  which is a fast, transactional, distributed Graph Database, which is written in Go language. 
We listed Dgraph’s main features and then compared it in a table with Neo4j, after that we concluded that 
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Dgraph is a latest tool as it performs since 2016, comparing to Neo4j, which performs since 2007, which 
means that Dgraph is faster and performs better as it supports most of the functionality and latest features. 
After that, we moved to the comparison of Neo4j with MongoDB which a NoSQL database. Both Neo4j 
and MongoDB have many advantages and disadvantages but both collaborated in a common use case 
scenario regarding Real-time data analytics for Healthcare. Zephyr Health used both Neo4j and 
MongoDB to provide healthcare customers with information through real-time analytics to provide the 
appropriate chronic disease. The last comparison we conducted was between Neo4j and Stardog, which is 
an RDF graph database with OLTP and OLAP support, similar to Neo4j, and we observed many 
advantages and disadvantages in both of them, considered using them by an organization.  
 The last part of our thesis was the implementation of a our own Knowledge Graph, using Neo4j. In the 
implementation we used a specific project theme which was “Movies” which means that we created a 
graph database that includes movies’ titles, actors, and directors. The project “Movies” launched in the 
Neo4j desktop application, where its interface was very easy to navigate in, it was active and ready to use. 
We exploited Cypher language that Neo4j use, in order to create specific queries and get the results that 
we wanted. The interface of the application was very easy use and did not demand the knowledge of 
programming. 
 To sum up Knowledge graphs are an integral piece to structure and provide valid information though the 
web. This is the reason why many enterprises have created their own knowledge graphs and the main 
reason why the giant of searches Google use them and made them popular. Knowledge graph analysis 
should thus (ideally) become a confluence of techniques emerging from different areas with the shared 
goal of maximizing the knowledge and value that can be distilled using a graph-based data abstraction 
from various sources on a large scale. Expertise in graph databases, information representation, logic, 
machine learning, graph algorithms and theory, ontology engineering, data quality, natural language 
processing, data extraction, privacy and protection, and more will benefit from pursuing this objective. 
Given the availability of open knowledge graphs, which continue to boost quality and acceptance, as well 
as the burgeoning adoption of enterprise knowledge graphs in different industries. 
Future research on knowledge graphs has the potential to promote crucial developments in broad areas of 
Society. For future research, we provide recommendation for further research, focusing on the design or 
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